Replace fuse box in car
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Make sure it's a fuse issue. When one circuit has too much electricity flowing through it, the
fuse blows to prevent serious damage and even fire. The best way of knowing if a fuse has
blown, is if an electric component instantly stops working i. If an electric component has been
slowly getting worse, it is not likely a fuse but it is still good to check the fuses regularly. Find
the fuse panel. Most models situate the fuse panel on the driver's side of the dashboard and
under the steering wheel, but location varies from vehicle to vehicle. These colors, along with
the numbers stamped on the fuses, indicate different amperage ratings. On the backside of the
fuse panel there will be a diagram that shows which fuse corresponds with which electrical
component. If the owner's manual is unavailable, try contacting a dealership for the location or
a simple internet search can provide enough information to locate the fuse panel and specific
fuses. Try to test fuses before removing. Once the fuse panel is located, remove the cover and
locate the fuse puller, most vehicles come with a small fuse puller but not all will have one. Test
the suspect fuses. To test a fuse without removing it, using the two probes of either the test
light or multi-meter, touch the two small metal tabs located on the top of the fuse. These tabs
can be tricky to connect to, but once sure that the probes are making contact, if the fuse has
continuity test light lights up or has a resistance reading may read 0 or 0. If these tools are
unavailable, simply use the fuse puller that was in the fuse panel, or a small pair of pliers, or
just bare fingers to remove and visually inspect any fuses. If the fuse is bad, it needs to be
replaced. Method 2 of When replacing a fuse you must use a fuse that has the same amperage
rating. Use the fuse panel diagram, the numbered color-coded fuses and the owner's manual to
help you determine the correct amperage for your new fuse. Once you have the right fuse gently
push it into the correct slot, make sure it's completely installed, and then put the fuse panel
back on the car. Check the circuit. Once you are done replacing the fuse, turn the ignition and
check to see if the circuit giving you trouble is working correctly. If it is working, chances are
you just had a temporary surge that blew the fuse. If that's the case, then you just solved the
problem. Can I remove a fuse and start the car to determine what purpose the fuse serves?
Akshit Sharma. Yes No. Not Helpful 1 Helpful 3. Logic Johnson Lafontaine. Yes, it's impossible
to check if the fuse is working without having battery power. Not Helpful 0 Helpful 3. Do the
fuses in a car tell you which one are to what part in the car they are for? No, fuses will only tell
you how many amps they can take. Check the owner's manual. Not Helpful 1 Helpful 1.
Unanswered Questions. Include your email address to get a message when this question is
answered. Repeatedly replacing the same fuse means there is an underlying issue in that
system of the vehicle, this will likely require further electrical diagnosing or a trip to a mechanic.
Helpful 0 Not Helpful 0. DO NOT attempt to diagnose or change fuses with the vehicle running
or with the key in the ignition. Helpful 5 Not Helpful 1. If you use the wrong amperage fuse, you
could cause much worse damage to your vehicle than just a blown fuse. Be careful when
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learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade. Let's do this! An automotive fuse box,
sometimes called the circuit panel box or fuse block, has the unique function of protecting
every electrical circuit in the vehicle. These circuits include all the engine, transmission,
suspension and brake component sensors, the main computer and all the many accessories
and components in the electrical system. Blown relays and fuses can be a relatively easy fix,
but when the relays and fuses check out and the components test good, the main fuse panel
box can be the culprit. The automotive DIY repair person can change out his fuse box by
following some simple steps and using a few basic tools. Place the car or truck in park or

neutral, according to your transmission type. Set the emergency brake. Use a socket and
wrench to disconnect the negative battery cable from its post. Disconnect the positive battery
cable, for added insurance. Wrap both cable ends with rags to keep them from metal contact.
Locate your fuse box by referring to your owner's repair manual. Look for it on the driver's side
inside the lower kick panel, in the engine compartment or in the glove box. Pull the fuse box
cover lid off and set it upside down, so you can reference the schematic fuse diagram. Look for
a large red cable, or cables attached to the fuse box, which will be the main battery supply
cables. If they bolt to the top of the fuse box, use a small socket and ratchet to unscrew the
nuts. Place masking tape around the wire or wires and use a felt pen to mark them, according to
their descriptors in the diagram. Wait if your main battery wires connect underneath. Look for
the fuse box screws holding it to the dashboard, firewall or glove box frame. There could
anywhere from two to six or more small screws. Remove the screws with a flat-head screw
driver, or very small socket. Keep the screws in order. Gently turn the box over and look at the
wire connectors. If your main battery wires connect in this location, unscrew them with a small
socket, then tape and mark them with a felt pen. Look for any small wires that have nut and
eyelet connections on the underside of the fuse box that require removal. Remove them one at a
time with a small socket. Tape and mark each one for placement identification. The rest of the
connectors will snap into the sides of the fuse box. Use a small screwdriver to lift the plastic
tabs on each connector and pull it free. Tape and mark each connector and its location, then
push them gently out of the way. Remove the old fuse box. Set your new fuse box next to the
old one and compare the fuse and relay arrangement. It must be an exact duplicate. If your new
or replacement box does not have relays and fuses in it, lift each fuse out of the old box and
place it in its corresponding slot location in the new box. Replace them one at a time, and check
the amperage rating on the fuse or relay with the schematic numbers on the fuse box or from
the owner's manual. Place the new fuse box next to its mount location. Hook up the small eyelet
wires you removed, reading your felt pen marks. Screw the wires back down with a small
socket. If the main battery eyelet wires connect from the underside, attach them now and screw
down the eyelet nuts with a small socket. Place the fuse box in its mounting location and twist
the mounting screws in by hand. Tighten the mounting screws with a small socket or
screwdriver. Reconnect the positive battery cable with a socket. Replace the negative battery
cable and tighten it with a socket. Cycle the ignition key on and off several times. Start the
vehicle and check the function of all the accessories. If an accessory fails to operate turn the
engine off, disconnect the negative battery cable with socket and check the fuse to that
accessory. Chris Stevenson has been writing since His automotive vocation has spanned more
than 35 years and he authored the auto repair manual "Auto Repair Shams and Scams" in
Stevenson holds a P. Step 1 Place the car or truck in park or neutral, according to your
transmission type. Step 2 Pull the fuse box cover lid off and set it upside down, so you can
reference the schematic fuse diagram. Step 3 Look for the fuse box screws holding it to the
dashboard, firewall or glove box frame. Step 4 Look for any small wires that have nut and eyelet
connections on the underside of the fuse box that require removal. Step 5 Remove the old fuse
box. Step 6 Place the new fuse box next to its mount location. Tips Check each fuse before you
transfer it to the new fuse box. Look for blown filaments in the spade or tube-type fuses.
Replace them with the same size and amperage rating. If one of these systems ceases to
function without warning, your first stop should be the fuse box. Fuse boxes are essentially
hubs that distribute electricity. To protect the wiring, a fuse sits between the main bus line and
the component â€” the brake lights, for instance. Under normal conditions, the fuse allows
electricity to flow from the battery to the brake light switch, which, when depressed, sends that
electricity to the brake light bulbs. On the other hand, what if one day your brake lights cease to
function? Your first step should be to check the fuse. Unlike copper and aluminum wiring, fuses
are made from a softer metal. In case of a short circuit, the softer metal in the fuse heats up
faster than copper wiring would, causing the fuse to melt and cut off electrical flow through the
circuit. Without this protection, a short circuit could easily overheat the copper wiring and
cause substantial collateral damage or result in a fire. Testing the health of a car fuse typically
requires no more than a visual inspection or testing with an in-block fuse tester. Most fuse
boxes come with a fuse puller, a small plastic tool to remove and install fuses. You could use a
pair of needle-nose pliers, but you risk causing a short circuit or â€” in the case of older, glass
fuses â€” breaking the fuse before you get a chance to inspect it. Remove the fuse and hold it
up to the light. The small filament should be continuous from one side to the other. If the
filament is melted, it means that something overheated the circuit. If in doubt, use a multi-meter
to check for continuity across the two terminals. If the fuse has burned out, simply insert a new
fuse of the proper amperage rating in the slot. What if the fuse burns out again as soon as you
insert it, turn the car on or step on the brake? Do not replace the fuse with one of a higher

amperage rating. For example, if the brake light fuse is rated for 10 amps A , do not replace it
with a 15 A or 20 A version. If the fuse blows, this means that there is something wrong with the
circuit and the fuse is protecting the wiring as intended. Further diagnosis will be necessary to
determine the cause of the problem so you can fix it properly to prevent damage to the wiring
and the rest of your car. Image courtesy of Flickr. Know How. Ben has been taking things apart
since he was 5, and putting them back together again since he was 8. Now, he writes on
automotive topics across the web and around the world, including new automotive technology,
transportation legislation, emissions, fuel economy and auto repair. Your email address will not
be published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment.
What Is a Fuse Box? How to Test and Replace a Car Fuse Unlike copper and aluminum wiring,
fuses are made from a softer metal. Know Your Amperage What if the fuse burns out again as
soon as you insert it, turn the car on or step on the brake? Categories Know How Tags car fuse
, electrical , electrical fuse , electrical repair , electrical system , electronics , fuse , fuse box ,
wiring. Related Articles. Benjamin Jerew View All Ben has been taking things apart since he was
5, and putting them back together again since he was 8. Leave a Reply Cancel Reply Your email
address will not be published. Close Menu Overlay. Facebook Twitter Instagram YouTube. It is
located under the hood in the engine bay, typically somewhere easy to get to that is less likely
to be damaged in a collision. However, it is common for there to be an additional interior fuse
panel inside the cab of the vehicle. This panel is commonly used for interior electronics related
to driver safety and comfort. The fuse box does not normally fail unless the car has physical
damage or electrical problems. These issues will need to be resolved before you install a new
box, or else the new box is likely to fail as well. Step 1: Disconnect the battery cable. Disconnect
the negative terminal connected to the battery. This way no electricity will be running through
the system during in the installation process. Step 2: Locate and open the fuse panel. Open the
hood and locate the fuse panel. It will have a cover over the fuses and you will need to remove
the cover to access the panel. Step 3: Disconnect fuse box power supply. Once the lid is off and
set aside, find and disconnect the power supply to the fuses. There is a possibility the power
supply is routed through the bottom. In that case, skip to step 4 to remove the fuse box housing
to access the wires, and then come back to step 3 before proceeding. It is most likely a single or
set of red wires with a terminal connected with a bolt, similar to the battery. Unbolt the
connections and set aside. Remove any retaining bolts holding the fuse box in place. They will
be around the perimeter and may be different lengths, so pay attention to where each bolt is
located while removing it. Step 5: Remove and label the wiring harnesses. Once you have
removed the housing, you will see that there are more wires connected to the fuse box routed to
the miscellaneous systems and sensors they protect. Start to remove them one by one. It is
highly recommended that you properly label them using the fuse diagram as you disassemble
the panel. This eases confusion and can save you from having to unnecessarily replace parts
that will become damaged by crossed wires. Step 6: Confirm replacement and transfer fuses.
The replacement fuse box must be rated and designed for your vehicle. Compare both parts and
confirm that your replacement is an exact match. Once you have confirmed this, installation
with labeled wires should be simple. If you do not have new fuses and relays for the panel, use
the fuses from the old box. Make sure you are putting them in the exact location they are rated
for. Step 7: Reconnect the system wires. With the fuses installed, you can start to reattach the
various wires to all the systems the fuses protect. If you labeled the wires as you disconnected
them, compare the label to the diagram and put the wires back in their assigned position.
Crossing these wires can cause permanent damage to the systems they are attached to.
Different systems and different fuses are rated for different amperages. After reconnecting,
confirm that the wires are securely attached. Step 8: Mount the new fuse box. Use the retaining
screws to mount the new box in the same position as the old fuse box. These need to be hand
tightened. Step 9: Reattach the power supply. Reassembly of the fuse box is complete when it is
supplied it with power. Reattach the power supply you set aside in step 3. If there is anything
wrong with the terminals for the fuse box power supply, you may need to replace the wire, or
splice in a new connection. Reattach the lid to fuse box. Make sure that the connection is
secure and will not unscrew or disconnect from engine vibration. Step Test the vehicle and
accessories. Turn on the vehicle and test the fuel pump relay and a few fuses. Continue to test
radio function, windows, air conditioning, heater, and other accessories in the vehicle that are
connected to the new fuse panel. If one or more functions was working before the replacement,
but is not functioning after, check those fuses one by one. Look for the correct amperage rating,
unbroken filaments, and proper installation of the fuse itself. Fuses play a large role in keeping
the electronic systems in your vehicle safe. Fuses are a cheap and easy way to keep from
replacing more expensive parts of the vehicle. Relays found in the fuse panel also protect the
driver by keeping the large power supplies away from the drive switches. The main unit that

houses these fuses can be damaged by impacts, water, weather, and a wide variety of variables.
Replacing them can be done quickly and cost effectively. If you need assistance with the
replacement of your fuse box , a certified technician, such as one from YourMechanic, can
replace it for you at your home or office. The most popular service booked by readers of this
article is Car Fuse Box Replacement. Our certified mobile mechanics perform over services,
including diagnostics, brakes, oil changes, scheduled mileage maintenances, and will come to
you with all necessary parts and tools. Our certified mobile mechanics make house calls in over
2, U. Fast, free online quotes for your car repair. Car Fuse Box Replacement Cost. Service
Location. Part 1 of 1: Removal of the fuse box Materials Needed Owner's manual Socket set and
wrench Screwdriver set Pen and tape for labeling wires optional but recommended Step 1:
Disconnect the battery cable. Note : Set the negative cable aside where it will not make contact
with metallic objects around it. You may need this for reference at some point. Note : You may
want to tape and label them for your convenience during reinstallation. Note : Always keep bolts
in a safe location while working. Use a magnetic tray, plastic bag, or a container to keep the
bolts together until you need them again. Note : Check the status of your fuses before deciding
to reuse them. Look for a broken filament inside the viewing window on the fuse. If this is
discolored or broken, the fuse is bad and you will need to buy a replacement. Start with any in
the hardest to reach positions and reconnect the easiest ones last. Overtightening them may
damage the screw housing. Always use these steps to check the status and condition of your
equipment. Step Connect the battery terminal. Reattach your negative battery terminal. Home
Articles. The statements expressed above are only for informational purposes and should be
independently verified. Please see our terms of service for more details. Excellent Auto Repair
Ratings. YourMechanic Auto Repair. Related Articles. Recent Car Fuse Box Replacement
reviews. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. Dellano 18 years of experience. Great experience!
Arrives on time, friendly and competed repairs quickly. I would def recommend and will contact
Dellano for future repairs. Dellano was very helpful in getting my car started and provided me
with some guidance which was appreciated. Damian 11 years of experience. Excellent work,
quick and quick to provide answers to questions. Alexander 6 years of experience. Ford Fusion
- Car is not starting - Hilliard, Ohio. Solved the problem in the first 5 minutes. He knew what he
was doing. And went out of his way to help me, even following me to the auto store to replace
my battery. I didn't have to do anything! Christopher 10 years of experience. Chris finally got my
car up and running after 2 failed attempts. Need Help With Your Car? Related articles. In In most
modern vehicles there are usually two fuse boxes. There are so many things in a car that Read
more. The power center is a vast improvement over the random locations of fuses and relays in
vehicles that Like Like other electronic systems on your vehicle, your headlights have a fuse
that ensures operation, but also protects against voltage fluctuations. Related questions Door
locks and unlocks, lights came on by themselves Hello there. Random electrical faults such as
this are usually pretty rare. With this many faults and systems affected, it points to only a few
possible causes. The most likely would be a body control module, wiring short, or a If your
vehicle will not shift out of first gear, the problem is not the fuses. The problem could be a shift
solenoid, but more than likely, My heater and airconditioner quit blowing out air. Although the
blower motor might not be running because a fuse blew, the problem is fuses usually blow due
to an electrical malfunction in the circuit such as a short. Fuses are simply "protection devices"
and when they blow it Browse other content. Schedule your Car Fuse Box Replacement today!
Car Fuse Box Replacement Price. How can we help? Read FAQ. The sole purpose of the fuse
box in your car or van is to protect every electrical circuit in the vehicle. There are a number of
circuits in your vehicle including the main computer, the engine , the transmission as well as
components such as the lights and windscreen wipers. On occasion, a relay or fuse can blow,
which in itself is a quick fix, but if replacing the relay or the fuse does not rectify the issue then
the problem may be the fuse box itself. Get up to quotes for an engine repair. Here we will talk
you through the stepsâ€¦. Hopefully any problem will now be rectified! If after following these
steps you are still having issues then it may be time to let a professional check out the problem.
One of the easiest ways to get a quick and professional quote is through Autobutler. With a few
simple clicks you will receive three bespoke quotes from local garages within 24 hours,
allowing you to choose the best quote for your needs from quality local businesses. Our
garages are ready to help you today. Here we will talk you through the stepsâ€¦ Making sure the
engine is turned off, disconnect both the positive and negative connections on the car battery.
For safety, wrap both cable ends with a rag to ensure no metal contact. Remove the lid and
check that it has an illustrative diagram of the fuses within the box. The fuse box will be
attached to the main battery supply by red cables and these need to be disconnected before
you are able to begin removing the fuse box from its housing. These cables may be visible
when you remove the fuse box lid or they may be hidden behind the fuse box itself and will only

become visible once you begin to remove the fuse box. As you remove the fuse box from its
housing and disconnect it from the main battery supply, ensure to label any cables and
connections so you can easily reconnect them to the new fuse box. There will be a number of
connections to the fuse box and these all need to be carefully removed and labelled
appropriately. Once all the connections have been removed you should now able to remove the
fuse box fully from its housing. Place the old fuse box next to the new fuse box and check that
the relay and fuse arrangement is exactly the same. If your new fuse box does not come with
relays and fuses then transfer them from their position in the old fuse box into the
corresponding position in the new fuse box. Now you can begin to reconnect the cables and
connections to the new fuse box, following the labeling that you applied earlier. Reattach the
main battery cables and affix the fuse box back into its housing. Reconnect the positive and
negative connections on the car battery and start-up your vehicle. What is the Camshaft?
Compare quotes on electrical work. Need help with your car? You can reach out via email or call
us on Related articles. Get complete car advice. Hybrid cars: The green alternative. What is a
timing chain? Guide: Tyre maintenance done right! The different types of fuels. Car care tips
after having it parked for a long time. Get quotes. All repair types Airconditioning Service. Car
Accessories. Car Battery. Car Care. Car Servicing. Damage Repair. Electrical Work. Head
Gasket. Oil Change. Other Car Repairs. Rust Repair. Summer tyres. Timing Belt. Tow Bar. Tyre
Storage. Winter Tyres. Airconditioning Service. Login with Facebook or. Save login. Forgotten
your password? Never tried Autobutler? Get offers. When an electrical component stops
working the fault may be in the component, in the electrical circuit or in the fuse that protects
them. Because the fuse is a likely cause, and the easiest to check, look at it first. The fuses are
usually grouped in a box or on a panel with a cover. Ideally, the box should be fixed in an
accessible place â€” such as the bulkhead under the bonnet. Often, however, it is hidden away,
perhaps under the dashboard or down in the front knee-well. The car handbook usually gives
the location, but without a book finding the box can prove difficult. Get to know where it is
before anything goes wrong. The individual fuses in the box are usually numbered, so that
sorting out which one may have blown is simplified by referring to the numbered list in the
handbook. This should tell you which fuse protects which circuit. Depending on the fuse
design, it is sometimes possible to tell whether it has blown by holding it up against a light; a
break in the wire inside may be visible. Another clue is blackening of the glass cover. If there is
no visible sign, check by fitting another fuse of the same rating; if that cures the trouble, then
the fuse was to blame. However, it is always advisable to check the circuit also, in case a fault in
it caused the fuse to blow. For example, failure of an electrical component or damaged
insulation on a cable can cause a short circuit , resulting in a sudden massive increase in
current. If the cable overheated, there could be a fire. The fuse prevents that happening,
because its thin wire will melt and break the circuit long before the cable itself can heat up and
burn. Some cars have only two fuses. One rated at about amps protects components wired
through the ignition switch â€” flashers, wipers, heater-motor and instruments. The other,
probably rated at about amps, protects components not wired through the ignition â€” horns ,
interior lights and the cigarette lighter. Where a single fuse protects a number of circuits and
keeps blowing, each circuit must be checked individually to discover which one is faulty. To
find the faulty one, fit a sound fuse while all the relevant components are switch ed off. Now
switch them on one at a time - the circuit with the fault will blow the fuse. Always replace a fuse
with one of the same rating. Replacing, say, a 10amp fuse with a 30amp one could result in
considerable damage. The 10 amp fuse would normally protect a circuit carrying 7 amps: a 30
amp fuse would allow a 30 amp current to flow through, with possibly a disastrous effect on the
unit or cable it was supposed to protect. Pull out the suspect fuse and, using fine emery paper,
clean off any dirt or corrosion from the inside contact surfaces of the clips. Make sure the new
fuse has the correct amp rating for the circuit See How car electrical systems work ; use fine
emery paper to brighten the metal caps at each end. The Video Course teaches you everything
about modern cars. The fuse-box. Where they are not numbered, take out each fuse in turn and
see which component stops working. In most fuse boxes, the fuses simply push into a pair of
spring-clip contacts. Push the fuse into the vacant clips and try the circuit to see if power is
restored. If it is not, check by fitting a fuse of the same rating from a circuit you know is
working. If this does not work, the fault is not in the fuse, but elsewhere in the circuit. Engine
Block 18 minutes. Every part explained There's ridiculous detail on every part. Clearly and
easily explained. All modeled in 3D We've created the most detailed 3D model ever produced so
we can show you everything working. Start watching. Super detailed explanations in the video
course 15 hours of pro-quality, HD content with subtitles. Ignition System. If the starter does not
turn the engine although the car battery is in good condition, the fault may be a simple
mechanical one or it may be an electrical one in the starter-motor circuit. Electrical systems. If

your car's instrument panel includes an ammeter , it will tell you how well the charging system
is working - the difference between the charge going into the battery and the power being used
from it. If there is trouble without an obvious cause in any electrical component, test the circuit
to find the cause. During the repair, the battery will be disconnected and fuse box will be
located. Most fuse boxes today are either located under the hood or underneath the dashboard,
near the steering wheel. Inside the fuse box will be a large red cable, referred to as a battery
supply cable. This cable will be unscrewed, and if other cables are around the box, then these
will be removed as well. By this time, the fuse box can be wiggled free, the fuses will be
removed inside and the new one will be installed in its place. The job can take a mechanic about
90 minutes to complete. A fuse testing tool may be required to test a fuse if you were to do the
repair at home. A replacement fuse box should have the same amperage as the original one and
should also be of the same color and size. Fuses come in various sizes and are usually
color-coded for amperage. Replacing a fuse with one that has higher amperage can cause wires
to melt, which usually causes more serious problems. If the replacement has lower amperage, it
will not be able to provide enough power to operate electronics. If yanking out a fuse is difficult,
use a plug puller, which is often provided in the fuse box. When taking out a tubular fuse, pry up
one of the end caps first to avoid breaking the fuse. A very small standard screwdriver or pliers
can be used to pry out the fuse. The location of a fuse box often depends on what circuit it is
made to protect. If it is not under the hood or dash, it is most likely installed in the trunk. This
type of fuse is usually provided for accessories that are not installed in the factory. Referred to
as a remote in-line fuse, it can be found by tracing the wire from the accessory to the fuse
panel. Before buying a fuse, it is important to take note that the fuse panel cover often comes
with spare fuses and sometimes a fuse puller. They can be purchased at auto parts store and
some service stations. Advertising Disclosure: This content may include referral links. Please
read our disclosure policy for more info. Was it worth it? It is easy to remove an old fuse box
and put a new one into its place. Most of the time, this work is done by professional electricians,
but you can easily manage to remove the old fuse box and add a new replacement. This may
seem like a daunting task for a non-professional, but it is not very complicated, and you should
be able to manage it with only basic skills. Follow the simple instructions below to effectively
remove and replace your fuse box within a matter of hours. You can do a lot of the electrical
work around your home yourself, but you will have to get permission from your local authority.
Draw up some plans concerning what you want to do in your home, and make sure that you
give the building codes assessor full details. You will have to obtain a special permit first for the
service provider to cut the power to the house when required to do the change-over. You'll
probably also have to have an inspection after you have completed the task. If all is by the code,
you can then purchase your new fuse box from a local hardware store. The main electrical
power will have to be shut off by your service provider. You may also be able to turn off the
power from the electric meter if you have the power key. Look for the meter under your fuse
box, and then close down the power. You will need to ensure that all of the power is completely
shut down before you proceed. You can use a current tester for this job. Take the lid off of the
fuse box, and then remove all of the fuses using your screwdriver. Unhook the wires using a
pair of pliers, and leave them in place. Unscrew the fuse box from the wall and remove it. You
can now start to add the new fuse box. Remove all of the front panels, and place the back
against the wall. Screw it in tightly, so that the screws are supporting the full weight of the box.
You may want to tug it slightly to reassure yourself that the box won't fall. Push the main wires
back into place and re-attach them to the connections. Make sure that you have the wiring
properly done. Attach the fuses to their usual positions, replacing any that seem old. Attach the
fuse box's front panel, screwing in tightly. When this has been done, have the main power
turned back on, and then check your fuse box using a voltmeter. We welcome your comments
and suggestions. All information is provided "AS IS. All rights reserved. You may freely link to
this site, and use it for non-commercial use subject to our terms of use. View our Privacy Policy
here. Toggle navigation subscribe. Written by Jen S. What You'll Need. Fuse box. Grounding
mat. Basics Electrical. Related Posts Old Fuse Box - circuit still powered after fuse removed.
Good Afternoon Everyone. My house is 65 years old and I think the fuse b Read More. Hi all. I
was swapping out my old thermostat with a new Honeywell Wifi ther Older home wiring
question. I live in a old home half house is wired old other half new well I wanted t Switch Fuse
Box for Sub-Panel. Related Posts Issues with old fuse box. Ok, I am experiencing an outage on
outlets on a fuse breaker - so I took a Old Fuse Box - circuit still powered after fuse removed.
Old fuse box missing parts. Bought a house withbthenold fuse box. Old fuse box - want to
remove 2 wires, and cover remaining wires. I have a fuse box that's old. I can't close the door all
the way, because t Popular Articles. How to Wire a Fuse Box. By Tim Bossie. How to Wire a Car
Fuse Box. By Manuel Paucar. How to Replace a Car Battery Fuse. By Anubhav Kapoor. How to

Replace a Circuit Breaker Fuse. By Piyush Jain. How to Clean a Fuse Holder. Circuit breakers
are part of the main electricity distribution system within your home. They are found in the
circuit breaker boxâ€”often referred to as the "fuse box. Circuit breaker fuses may need
replacing if they repeatedly switch off for no apparent reason, if they refuse to reset, or if they
do not switch off when they should. When you need to replace one, remember that electricity
can be dangerous, so always exercise caution and show respect for electricity to avoid harm.
Wear rubber-soled shoes and ensure the floor beneath the circuit breaker box is dry to minimize
the risk of injury. To start, remove the circuit breaker box cover by unscrewing the corners with
a screwdriver. Each different type of fuse problem will show different symptoms upon
inspection. A circuit breaker fuse that will not reset will be off and cannot be flipped back on;
and finally, a fuse that refuses to trip when it is supposed to will probably show marks of
overheating or damage. The reading should indicate no voltage, otherwise, you should not
continue. To remove the circuit breaker fuse, you will either need to unscrew it or simply pull or
lever it from its socket. The fuse will remain connected to either one or two wires. Detach these
by loosening the terminal screws. It is important that the replacement circuit breaker fuse is of
the same amperage and voltage unit of the original. You may wish to take the old fuse to the
store in order to purchase the correct replacement. Set the new fuse to the "off" position. Insert
the original wires , in turn, into the terminals of the new fuse and tighten the retaining screws
with a screwdriver. Flip the lever switch on. Switch the circuit breaker fuse box back on and
then replace the box cover; insert the screws and tighten them to finish. We welcome your
comments and suggestions. All information is provided "AS IS. All rights reserved. You may
freely link to this site, and use it for non-commercial use subject to our terms of use. View our
Privacy Policy here. Toggle navigation subscribe. How to Replace a Circuit Breaker Fuse.
Written by Piyush Jain. To ensure our content is always up-to-date with current information,
best practices, and professional advice, articles are routinely reviewed by industry experts with
years of hands-on experience. Hannah Madans. What You'll Need. Multimeter unit. Circuit
breaker fuse of correct amperage. Related Posts Replace well pump fuses with circuit breakers.
Attached pics show the fuses in the power circuit for my well pump. In the Read More. Ok here
is my situation. In my circuit breaker there are two circuit for t No power to thermostat. Hi there,
I tried to replace my old thermostat 4 wires to a new digital Where is the fuse for my AC unit?
My AC unit stopped working. A couple days ago when I turned it on first tim Related Posts Fuse
vs Circuit Breaker. Each spring or summer, I usually climb up to the attic to check my gable at
Replace well pump fuses with circuit breakers. How many amps is the circuit breaker? I have a
circuit breaker that is not working and need to replace. Jacuzzi circuit board fuses. I have a
Jacuzzi J I had a FLO error. A technician replaced the c Popular Articles. By Barbara L. How to
Fix a Broken Switch on an Electri How to Replace a Central Air Conditioner By Dustin Camilleri.
Troubleshooting Your Flag Pole Light. This page is for personal, non-commercial use. It is
located under the hood in the engine bay, typically somewhere easy to get to that is less likely
to be damaged in a collision. However, it is common for there to be an additional interior fuse
panel inside the cab of the vehicle. This panel is commonly used for interior electronics related
to driver safety and comfort. The fuse box does not normally fail unless the car has physical
damage or electrical problems. These issues will need to be resolved before you install a new
box, or else the new box is likely to fail as well. Step 1: Disconnect the battery cable. Disconnect
the negative terminal connected to the battery. This way no electricity will be running through
the system during in the installation process. Step 2: Locate and open the fuse panel. Open the
hood and locate the fuse panel. It will have a cover over the fuses and you will need to remove
the cover to access the panel. Step 3: Disconnect fuse box power supply. Once the lid is off and
set aside, find and disconnect the power supply to the fuses. There is a possibility the power
supply is routed through the bottom. In that case, skip to step 4 to remove the fuse box housing
to access the wires, and then come back to step 3 before proceeding. It is most likely a single or
set of red wires with a terminal connected with a bolt, similar to the battery. Unbolt the
connections and set aside. Remove any retaining bolts holding the fuse box in place. They will
be around the perimeter and may be different lengths, so pay attention to where each bolt is
located while removing it. Step 5: Remove and label the wiring harnesses. Once you have
removed the housing, you will see that there are more wires connected to the fuse box routed to
the miscellaneous systems and sensors they protect. Start to remove them one by one. It is
highly recommended that you properly label them using the fuse diagram as you disassemble
the panel. This eases confusion and can save you from having to unnecessarily replace parts
that will become damaged by crossed wires. Step 6: Confirm replacement and transfer fuses.
The replacement fuse box must be rated and designed for your vehicle. Compare both parts and
confirm that your replacement is an exact match. Once you have confirmed this, installation
with labeled wires should be simple. If you do not have new fuses and relays for the panel, use

the fuses from the old box. Make sure you are putting them in the exact location they are rated
for. Step 7: Reconnect the system wires. With the fuses installed, you can start to reattach the
various wires to all the systems the fuses protect. If you labeled the wires as you disconnected
them, compare the label to the diagram and put the wires back in their assigned position.
Crossing these wires can cause permanent damage to the systems they are attached to.
Different systems and different fuses are rated for different amperages. After reconnecting,
confirm that the wires are securely attached. Step 8: Mount the new fuse box. Use the retaining
screws to mount the new box in the same position as the old fuse box. These need to be hand
tightened. Step 9: Reattach the power supply. Reassembly of the fuse box is complete when it is
supplied it with power. Reattach the power supply you set aside in step 3. If there is anything
wrong with the terminals for the fuse box power supply, you may need to replace the wire, or
splice in a new connection. Reattach the lid to fuse box. Make sure that the connection is
secure and will not unscrew or disconnect from engine vibration. Step Test the vehicle and
accessories. Turn on the vehicle and test the fuel pump relay and a few fuses. Continue to test
radio function, windows, air conditioning, heater, and other accessories in the vehicle that are
connected to the new fuse panel. If one or more functions was working before the replacement,
but is not functioning after, check those fuses one by one. Look for the correct amperage rating,
unbroken filaments, and proper installation of the fuse itself. Fuses play a large role in keeping
the electronic systems in your vehicle safe. Fuses are a cheap and easy way to keep from
replacing more expensive parts of the vehicle. Relays found in the fuse panel also protect the
driver by keeping the large power supplies away from the drive switches. The main unit that
houses these fuses can be damaged by impacts, water, weather, and a wide variety of variables.
Replacing them can be done quickly and cost effectively. If you need assistance with the
replacement of your fuse box , a certified technician, such as one from YourMechanic, can
replace it for you at your home or office. This article originally appeared on YourMechanic.
Autoblog is partnering with YourMechanic to bring many of the repair and maintenance services
you need right to you. Get service at your home or office 7 days a week with fair and transparent
pricing. We get it. Ads can be annoying. But ads are also how we keep the garage doors open
and the lights on here at Autoblog - and keep our stories free for you and for everyone. And free
is good, right? If you'd be so kind as to allow our site, we promise to keep bringing you great
content. Thanks for that. And thanks for reading Autoblog. Share 0 Comments. Part 1 of 1:
Removal of the fuse box Materials Needed Owner's manual Socket set and wrench Screwdriver
set Pen and tape for labeling wires optional but recommended Step 1: Disconnect the battery
cable. Note : Set the negative cable aside where it will not make contact with metallic objects
around it. You may need this for reference at some point. Note : You may want to tape and label
them for your convenience during reinstallation. Note : Always keep bolts in a safe location
while working. Use a magnetic tray, plastic bag, or a container to keep the bolts together until
you need them again. Note : Check the status of your fuses before deciding to reuse them. Look
for a broken filament inside the viewing window on the fuse. If this is discolored or broken, the
fuse is bad and you will need to buy a replacement. Start with any in the hardest to reach
positions and reconnect the easiest ones last. Overtightening them may damage the screw
housing. Always use these steps to check the status and condition of your e
2010 ford e series van
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quipment. Step Connect the battery terminal. Reattach your negative battery terminal.
Ownership fuses fuse box. Sign in to post. X Sign in to post Please sign in to leave a comment.
View More. Thank You Thanks for subscribing. Check your in-box to get started. Sign Up More
Info. We notice you're using an ad blocker. Please consider allowing Autoblog. Allow Us! Here's
how to disable adblocking on our site. Click on the icon for your Adblocker in your browser. A
drop down menu will appear. Select the option to run ads for autoblog. The exact text will differ
depending on the actual application you have running. Refresh the Autoblog page you were
viewing. Hey again! You still haven't turned off your adblocker or allowed our site. It only takes
a few seconds. You must be logged in to perform that action. You must have JavaScript enabled
to experience the new Autoblog. Please follow the instructions below to enable JavaScript in
your browser. Please enter a display name. Cancel Change Name.

